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Beginning API Development with Node.js: Build highly scalable, developer-friendly APIs for the modern web with JavaScript and Node.jsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn everything you need to get up and running with cutting-edge API development using JavaScript and Node.js; ideal for data-intensive real-time applications that run across multiple platforms.

	
		Key Features

		
			Build web APIs from start to finish using JavaScript across the development...
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Special Edition Using Visual Basic.NETQue, 2001
Microsoft's .NET initiative created drastic changes in the Visual Studio line of products, and as a result a lot of Visual Basic developers feel like they are beginners all over again. Special Edition Using Visual Basic.NET will offer in-depth explorations of new features so that both experienced programmers and novices will feel comfortable making...
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Professional Linux ProgrammingPeer Information Inc, 2000
By tapping the strengths of the open-source movement, developers can  write custom Linux software without spending a dime on licensing fees. Aimed at  the experienced C/C++ programmer, Professional Linux Programming provides  a wide-ranging and hands-on guide to the different pieces of the puzzle that are  required to program successfully...
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Introduction to Web MatrixButterworth-Heinemann, 2003
The essential introduction to using Microsoft's Web Matrix tool for ASP.NET development     

       An Introduction to Web Matrix provides an easy to follow treatment of the application of this new software, which is rapidly becoming the preferred vehicle for the teaching of website design. Written...
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Direct3D Programming Kick StartSams Publishing, 2003
DirectX 9, a brand-new version of Microsoft's multimedia libraries, features the latest 3D graphics technology in the form of Direct3D 9.  Direct3D Programming will cover everything a C++ programmer needs to know in order to use Direct3D 9 to create interactive 3D worlds.  The book begins with an overview of basic Windows and 3D programming...
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Final Cut Express 4 Editing WorkshopFocal Press, 2008
Go beyond the mechanics of Final Cut Express 4--learn how to edit with it! More than a button-pushing manual--this workshop give you firsthand experience with the art and technique of editing. You develop a working knowledge with nineteen tutorials that cover each and every essential, including: 

* setting up your system and...
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NHibernate 3.0 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	NHibernate is an innovative, flexible, scalable, and feature-complete open source project for data access. Although it sounds like an easy task to build and maintain database applications, it can be challenging to get beyond the basics and develop applications that meet your needs perfectly.


	The NHibernate Cookbook explains each...
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Mac OS X for Unix Geeks (Leopard)O'Reilly, 2008

	Once upon a time, Unix came with only a few standard utilities. If you were lucky, it included a C compiler. When setting up a new Unix system, you’d have to crawl the Net looking for important software: Perl, gcc, bison, flex, less, Emacs, and other utilities and languages. That was a lot of software to download through a 28.8-Kbps...
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Pro ASP.NET MVC 4Apress, 2012

	The ASP.NET MVC 4 Framework is the latest evolution of Microsoft’s ASP.NET web platform. It provides a high-productivity programming model that promotes cleaner code architecture, test-driven development, and powerful extensibility, combined with all the benefits of ASP.NET.


	ASP.NET MVC 4 contains a number of significant...
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Pro HTML5 with Visual Studio 2015Apress, 2015

	Pro HTML5 with Visual Studio 2015 is written to help ASP.NET developers make the leap to the inevitable and exciting world of HTML5. With this book, you’ll quickly master the new HTML elements, the improved CSS features, and advanced content including audio, video, canvas, SVG, and drag and drop capabilities. You will also...
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Expert C# 2005 Business Objects, Second EditionApress, 2006
This book is about application architecture, design, and development in .NET using objectoriented
concepts. The focus is on business-focused objects called business objects, and how to
implement them to work in various distributed environments, including web and client/server
configurations. The book makes use of a great many .NET...
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Windows XP Digital Music For DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Find out where music is available online, what's legal, and what's free
Unlock the sound in your PC with the right software, hardware, and know-how     

Beneath your Windows XP PC's staid image as a word processor and number cruncher, there's a music machine longing to get out and play! Set the music free with this friendly guide....
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